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ABSTRACT

Ice cloud microphysical parameters derived from a remote sensing method that uses ground-based measure-
ments from the Environmental Technology Laboratory’s Ka-band radar and an IR radiometer are compared to
those obtained from aircraft sampling for the cirrus priority event from the FIRE-II experiment. Aircraft cloud
samples were taken not only by traditional two-dimensional probes but also by using a new video sampler to
account for small particles. The cloud parameter comparisons were made for time intervals when aircraft were
passing approximately above ground-based instruments that were pointed vertically. Comparing characteristic
particle sizes expressed in terms of median mass diameters of equal-volume spheres yielded a relative standard
deviation of about 30%. The corresponding standard deviation for the cloud ice water content comparisons was
about 55%. Such an agreement is considered good given uncertainties of both direct and remote approaches
and several orders of magnitude in natural variability of ice cloud parameters. Values of reflectivity measured
by the radar and calculated from aircraft samples also showed a reasonable agreement; however, calculated
reflectivities averaged approximately 2 dB smaller than those measured. The possible reasons for this small bias
are discussed. Ground-based and aircraft-derived particle characteristic sizes are compared to those available
from published satellite measurements of this parameter for the cirrus priority case from FIRE-II. Finally,
simultaneous and collocated, ground-based measurements of visible (0.523 nm) and longwave IR (10–11.4 mm)
ice cloud extinction optical thickness obtained during the 1995 Arizona Program are also compared. These
comparisons, performed for different cloud conditions, revealed a relative standard deviation of less than 20%;
however, no systematic excess of visible extinction over IR extinction was observed in the considered experi-
mental events.

1. Introduction

Clouds are recognized as one of the main components
of the earth’s climate system. They influence shortwave
solar radiation and infrared (IR) terrestrial radiation to
modify the radiation budget of the atmosphere and the
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underlying surface. Quantitatively, this influence de-
pends on the cloud macrophysical (e.g., cloud horizontal
and vertical extent, persistence) and microphysical (e.g.,
cloud phase, characteristic cloud particle size, particle
shape, liquid or ice water content) parameters that de-
termine cloud radiative properties. Uncertainties still re-
main in relations between cloud radiative and micro-
physical properties (e.g., the excess cloud absorption
anomaly) and also in statistics of cloud microphysics.

Several field programs have been conducted recently
to resolve some of these uncertainties. Some of the ma-
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jor projects are the Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition
Experiment (ASTEX) devoted mostly to liquid water
clouds (Randall 1995) and the First International Sat-
ellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) Regional Ex-
periment, Phases I and II (FIRE-I and -II), where high-
altitude ice clouds such as cirrus were the prime object
of studies (Starr and Wylie 1990; Stephens 1995). Many
remote and direct measurements of cloud geometrical,
radiative, and microphysical properties were conducted
from different observational platforms (e.g., satellite,
aircraft, balloon, ground) during these projects.

Cloud data collected primarily by traditional aircraft
sampling techniques have been the main source of our
knowledge about cloud microphysics. Now a number
of remote sensing methods to derive cloud microphys-
ical and radiative parameters over extended periods of
time are becoming available. These methods are usually
satellite- or ground-based and use active (radars, lidars)
and/or passive (radiometers) remote sensors operating
at different wavelengths. The great advantage of such
methods is their ability to provide a much greater spatial
and temporal coverage compared to traditional aircraft
sampling.

The problem of relating cloud properties obtained by
remote and direct methods remains very important.
Sometimes remote methods produce results that are
quite different from those obtained by aircraft sampling.
An example of such a discrepancy, which is not very
well understood, is the occasional differences in cirrus
cloud effective particle sizes inferred from satellite ra-
diometric measurements and aircraft sampling (Sassen
1990). While some deficiencies of traditional two-di-
mensional (2D) particle probes are realized (e.g., un-
satisfactory sampling of small particles), accuracies of
remote sensing methods have not been well studied and
understood until now.

It is possible to estimate these accuracies theoretically
making reasonable assumptions about measurement er-
rors and uncertainties of a priori information and mod-
els. However, in a way, a more robust way to understand
and assess these accuracies is to compare the simulta-
neous results of a remote method with direct sampling
or the results of two or more different remote methods
for the same or at least close cloud volumes. Such com-
parisons are difficult because of different sampling vol-
umes for different techniques. Nevertheless, they are a
necessary step in validation of the remote sensing meth-
ods.

This paper presents comparisons of such ice cloud
microphysical parameters as particle characteristic size
and ice water content (IWC) obtained with the ground-
based radar–IR radiometer method during FIRE-II (Ma-
trosov 1997) with in situ measurements of these param-
eters from research aircraft. Radar–radiometer-derived
particle sizes are also compared to available satellite-
derived values of this parameter.

The cloud IR absorption optical thickness t a, being
a by-product of the radar–radiometer method, is also an

important radiative cloud parameter. Extinction optical
thickness t e is estimated from t a and particle charac-
teristic size. Results of t e estimations are compared with
visible optical thickness data available from simulta-
neous and collocated lidar measurements during the
1995 Arizona Program field experiment (Klimowski
1995).

2. Remote and in situ approaches to collect
microphysical cloud data

Comparisons of remotely obtained cloud microphys-
ical parameters with in situ direct measurements from
aircraft are always difficult to perform because of the
large disparity in sample volumes. Aircraft usually col-
lect data when flying along a horizontal leg at speeds
of about 100–200 m s21. The usual time interval of 5
s necessary to get reasonable sample statistics provides
an average horizontal resolution of the order of 500 m
to 1 km. Furthermore, estimations of vertical profiles of
cloud microphysical parameters from aircraft measure-
ments are hampered by sampling a cloud at various
altitudes at different times during which the cloud may
have evolved. Balloonborne measurements provide ver-
tical profiles of cloud microphysics only in the Lan-
grangian sense, while models usually require the Eu-
lerian types of vertical profiles.

In this section, comparisons are given for cirrus cloud
characteristic particle sizes and cloud IWC (sometimes
this parameter is called ice mass content or IMC). The
remote sensing technique used here was the radar–ra-
diometer method previously described by Matrosov et
al. (1994). The in situ cloud sampling was performed
from the King Air and Sabreliner research airplanes
operated by the National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (NCAR). Note that some comparisons of the
same kind for particle sizes were given by Matrosov et
al. (1995). However, only King Air data, which did not
account adequately for the smallest cloud particles, were
included in those comparisons. Here, we extend com-
parisons also to cloud IWC and consider the Sabreliner
data that have a much better measurement of small par-
ticles due to a special video sampling approach. Note
that we define small particles here as those that are not
measured by traditional 2D probes. The critical particle
size below which particles do not trigger the probe,
however, depends on the aircraft speed. So, according
to this definition, small particle coverage is different for
the King Air (100 m s21 flight speed) and the Sabreliner
(175 m s21 flight speed).

a. Brief description of the remote sensing method

The remote sensing method uses combined measure-
ments taken by a vertically pointed Ka-band radar (l 5
0.86 cm) and a narrowband (l ; 10–11.4 mm) IR ra-
diometer. Radar measurables are vertical profiles of ra-
dar reflectivity Ze and Doppler velocity VD, which is
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used to estimate cloud particle reflectivity-weighted fall
velocities Vt. Brightness temperature measured by the
IR radiometer is used to obtain t a. The atmospheric
temperature profile and water vapor amount, which are
needed for this, are known from radiosonde soundings
and data from a two-channel microwave radiometer
(21.6 and 31.65 GHz), which provides a measure of this
amount continuously. Radiometer measurements also
provide information about cloud-integrated liquid water.
Retrievals are performed only for pure ice phase clouds.

The remotely derived vertical profiles of cloud par-
ticle characteristic size Dm (expressed in median mass
diameters of equal-volume spheres) and their concen-
tration C are found as a result of an iterative procedure
when the nonlinear system of algebraic equations is
solved for each beam of radar data consisting of N radar
range samples with equal spacing Dhi 5 37.5 m (i 5
1, . . . , N):

2t 5 k (r, r, n, D )C D Dh , (1)Oa 1 mi i mi i
i

6Z 5 k (r, r, n, D )C D , (2)ei 2 mi i mi

and
BV 5 Ak (r, r, n, D )D . (3)ti 3 mi mi

In these equations coefficients k1, k2, and k3 depend
on a priori assumptions about particle density r (usually
r is size dependent), particle aspect ratio r (particles are
modeled as plates or columns or the mix of these two
habits), and the order of the particle size distribution n
(the shape of the distribution is approximated by gamma
functions of different orders). Values of the exponent B
in the particle size–fall velocity relationship (3) vary
slightly for typical falling regimes of cirrus particles
(Mitchell 1996), and these values are also included in
a priori assumptions. Values of the coefficient A, how-
ever, show a greater natural variability. As cloud mi-
crophysical parameters, the values of A are found as a
result of the iterative solution of the equation system
(1)–(3) for each radar beam of data. The iterative scheme
and estimated uncertainties of the cloud microphysical
parameter retrievals are described in more detail in re-
cent papers (Matrosov et al. 1995; Matrosov 1997).

b. In situ aircraft sampling

The NCAR King Air and Sabreliner research aircraft
participated in the FIRE-II field experiment. Both air-
craft were equipped with two Particle Measuring Sys-
tems Inc. 2D probes to detect and measure ice cloud
particle distributions. The King Air 2D-C probe sized
particles in 32 bins with maximum dimensions from
about 25 mm to 1 mm in 25-mm increments. Zero area
image particles with sizes approximately between 18
and 25 mm still triggered the probe and thus were ac-
counted for in total spectra. Hence, particles with the

sizes less than about 18 mm were small according to
the definition given above for the King Air sampling
and were not accounted for.

The King Air 2D-P probe sampled particles from
about 50 mm to above 3.2 mm in 100-mm increments.
The particle habits and size spectra were derived from
composite 2D-C and 2D-P data. For each of the size
spectra generated by averaging data over 5-s intervals,
median mass size, cloud IWC, and radar reflectivity
were derived among a number of other cloud parame-
ters.

Due to higher aircraft speed, the Sabreliner 2D-C
probe sampled cloud particles starting from above ap-
proximately 44 mm (the resolution was 25 mm along
the probe array axis and 44 mm in the direction of flight).
The sizing interval of the Sabreliner 2D-C probe was
44 mm. The definition of small particles adopted here
gives the critical size value of about 25 mm because
particles with cross-sectional areas of more than half of
the resolution element (25 mm by 44 mm) still trigger
the probe. During FIRE-II, the Sabreliner was sampling
clouds at high altitudes, where particles’ sizes did not
exceed 1 mm.

In addition to the 2D probes, the NCAR Sabreliner
was equipped with a video ice particle sampler (VIPS)
for measuring small ice particles. This instrument col-
lects particles starting from sizes as small as about 5
mm on a continuous oil-coated belt. The particle images
are then recorded with a video camera, digitized, and
analyzed on a computer. This process is rather tedious
and only a relatively small subset of the available data
has been analyzed. The details of the VIPS and the data
analyzing technique are given by McFarquhar and
Heymsfield (1996). The combined VIPS/2D-C particle
size spectra accounted for particles from about 5 mm to
about 1.5 mm, which represents nearly the whole dy-
namic range of particle sizes in natural cirrus clouds.
These composite spectra are probably one of the most
complete data sources now available from aircraft sam-
pling.

The aircraft sampled clouds at different locations.
They flew stepped ‘‘racetracks’’ of different lengths at
constant altitudes and also made spiral descents. The
FIRE-II 26 November 1991 cirrus priority event pro-
vided a dataset when the ETL Ka-band radar and IR
radiometer were operating at the Coffeyville, Kansas,
experiment hub site simultaneously with the aircraft
sampling cloud above the vicinity of the hub.

Both in situ and remote data show high vertical and
horizontal variability of cirrus cloud parameters. Hence,
for quantitative comparisons, only data collected when
the aircraft was passing approximately above the
ground-based remote sensors should be chosen. Ex-
amining coordinates of aircraft positions relative to the
instrumentation hub reveals that aircraft were not pass-
ing directly overhead for the whole duration of the event
(more than 3 h). However, during this period, the King
Air passed 10 times within 3 km from the point above
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the ground-based instruments when they were operating.
The Sabreliner made five close proximity passes. The
data collected during these King Air and Sabreliner
passes were chosen for the quantitative comparisons.

3. Comparisons of ice cloud parameters in
FIRE-II obtained from aircraft and
ground-based remote measurements

a. Comparisons of reflectivities measured by radar
and inferred from aircraft samples

One of the products that is calculated from in situ
derived particle distributions is radar reflectivity factor
Z. Values of Z calculated from particle samples are
sometimes used to derive empirical relationships be-
tween cloud parameters and radar reflectivity (e.g.,
Brown et al. 1995; Sassen 1987; Liao and Sassen 1994).
Such relationships are then used in some remote sensing
applications, so it is important to verify such procedures
for calculating radar reflectivity from in situ samples
against the real simultaneous radar measurements.

The procedure of calculating reflectivity of ice par-
ticle distributions from in situ aircraft sampling can be
briefly described as follows. Sampled particles are clas-
sified by shape (habits). Using a pattern recognition al-
gorithm, the habit of each particle is classified and size
spectra are derived for each particle type. Then the hab-
it-dependent mass–length (m and L, respectively) rela-
tionships are used to calculate melted diameter Dmel for
particles of each size and habit:

mij 5 5 (p /6) ,f 3eL Dij mel (4)

where e and f are habit- and size-dependent. The sum-
mation of is then performed with respect to size6Dmel

classes i. In each size class, another summation is also
done accounting for fractions of particles with different
habits j. A 7-dB factor is then subtracted from the result
(expressed in dBZ) to obtain water equivalent radar re-
flectivity Ze.

Note that if the mass of a particle is preserved (as is
done in 2D analysis when calculating the melted di-
ameter using mass–length relationships), reflectivity of
such a particle practically does not depend on its density
r because K/r ø const [here, K 5 |(m2 2 1)/(m2 1 2)|,
m is the refractive index]. So the 7-dB correction is
valid for particles with different densities. Of course,
particles with the same size and different densities
(which would result in different mass) have different
reflectivities. In more detail, the procedure of calculating
Ze from the result of aircraft sampling is described by
Heymsfield (1977). That paper also gives values of co-
efficients e and f for different particle habits, which are
used here.

Note that the described scheme of calculating Ze as-
sumes the Rayleigh type of scattering and neglects ef-
fects of particle nonsphericity. Non-Rayleigh scattering
effects in cirrus clouds are usually very small for radar

frequencies at Ka band and lower (Matrosov 1993). Re-
flectivities of nonspherical particles are often larger than
those of equal-volume spheres of the same density (At-
las et al. 1953), so this calculation method could some-
what underestimate Ze.

Figure 1 shows comparisons of reflectivity values
measured by the NOAA Ka-band radar with those cal-
culated using the method described above. Aircraft al-
titudes (above the ground) during the passes approxi-
mately above the ground-based remote sensors and the
time of these passes are also shown in this figure. Square
and circle symbols show comparisons for the King Air
and Sabreliner data, respectively.

There is a general agreement between measured and
calculated reflectivities. Measured values of Ze are
somewhat higher than those calculated from particle
samples. However, most of the differences do not exceed
about 2 dB, which is about the order of uncertainty of
reflectivity measurements. The small bias of the mea-
sured Ze values being a little larger can be, in part,
explained by possible particle nonsphericity effects on
radar reflectivity, uncertainties of Ze calculations from
particle spectra, radar calibration errors, and sampling
volume differences between the radar and aircraft.

To assess the uncertainty of the Ze calculations from
in situ distributions, such calculations were also per-
formed with e and f coefficients [Eq. (4)] given by
Brown and Francis (1995) instead of original coeffi-
cients from Heymsfield (1977). The calculated Ze values
in this case are slightly greater than those shown in Fig.
1; the average increase is about 1.5 dB. This would make
the agreement between calculated and measured reflec-
tivities even better than shown in Fig. 1. We can con-
clude here that, given uncertainty of both measurements
and calculations, the overall agreement between cal-
culated and measured Ze is considered good.

b. Comparisons of particle sizes retrieved remotely
and measured by in situ sampling

A standard data processing technique uses particle
distributions inferred from in situ aircraft measurements
to calculate a median mass size Lm (expressed in terms
of particle major dimensions in 2D images) for each
sample. The radar–radiometer remote sensing method
retrieves characteristic sizes in terms of median mass
diameters of equal-volume spheres Dm. The following
comparisons are given in terms of Dm. The relation be-
tween Lm and Dm was considered by Matrosov et al.
(1995).

Figure 2 shows comparisons of characteristic particle
sizes for the same aircraft passes above the ground-
based instruments as in Fig. 1. When performing re-
trievals using the radar–radiometer method, the follow-
ing assumptions were made: the cloud particles are a
mix of plates and columns with aspect ratio 0.5 (the
ratio Lm/Dm is about 1.3 for this assumption), effective
particle density decreases with size as D21.1 (for D .
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FIG. 1. Comparison of reflectivity values measured by ETL Ka-band radar and calculated
from aircraft particle samples. Comparisons are given for time moments when aircraft was
passing approximately above ground-based instruments.

FIG. 2. Comparisons of cloud particle characteristic sizes expressed in terms of median mass
diameters of equal-volume spheres as derived from remote radar–radiometer measurements and
from aircraft sampling. Comparisons are given for time moments when aircraft was passing
approximately above ground-based instruments.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the cloud ice water content.

100 mm) as suggested by Brown and Francis (1995),
the shape of the size distribution is approximated by the
gamma function of the first order, and the exponent B
in (3) changes from about 0.9 for small particles (D ;
20 mm) to 1.1 for larger particles (D . 500 mm).

In addition to the King Air and Sabreliner data com-
parisons, Fig. 2 shows a comparison for the size mea-
sured by the Desert Research Institute formvar replicator
available for this case (P. Arnott 1997, personal com-
munication). The horizontal distance between the radar
and the University of North Dakota Citation research
aircraft with this replicator aboard was about 9 km. This
measurement was made near the cloud top. For esti-
mating Dm from the reported Lm, the same ratio (1.3)
as for the King Air and Sabreliner data was used. The
value of this ratio, however, could be somewhat too low
because the particles sampled by the replicator were
mostly elongated polycolumns, single plates, and nee-
dles.

The sensitivity of the retrieval results to these as-
sumptions is discussed in detail by Matrosov et al.
(1995). Note that changing the assumption about the
larger particles’ density by 20%, or changing the order
of the assumed gamma function size distribution to 0
or 2 (from 1), or changing the assumed particle aspect
ratio from 0.5 to 1.0 (i.e., assuming the spherical particle
shape) causes variations of the retrieved values of Dm

of not more than 10% for the typical particle sizes com-
pared here.

The characteristic size such as Dm describes the whole
particle distribution, and individual particle sizes could
vary as much as three orders of magnitude for a fixed

value of Dm. The compared values of Dm, obtained using
both the remote sensing method and in situ sampling,
generally ranged from about 100 mm to slightly above
300 mm.

For the data in Fig. 2, the relative standard deviation
of particle median sizes calculated using in situ samples
from those retrieved using remote sensor measurements
is about 33%. As it is evident from Fig. 2, the agreement
is not that much different for comparisons of remotely
measured median sizes with those from King Air 2D
spectra and Sabreliner combined 2D and video spectra.
This indicates that small particles (D , 25 mm), at least
in the considered cloud samples, did not contribute
much to estimates of median mass particle sizes.

c. Comparisons of cloud ice water content retrieved
remotely and measured by in situ sampling

Compared to the characteristic size (not individual
sizes) of particle distribution, the cloud IWC has a much
greater dynamic range of natural variations. IWC in
cirrus cloud can vary more than four orders of mag-
nitude (Dowling and Radke 1990) from 1024 g m23 to
1.2 g m23. Given such a great dynamic range, any re-
mote sensing method able to provide IWC data even
with an accuracy of factor of about 2 will be extremely
useful for many applications ranging from climate mod-
eling to cloud physics.

The comparisons of IWC values calculated from air-
craft samples with those retrieved using the radar–ra-
diometer method are presented in Fig. 3. Again, as in
Fig. 1 and 2, the data are shown only for the aircraft
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passes approximately above the ground-based instru-
ments. The variability range of IWC for those passes,
from both direct and remote datasets, is more than two
orders of magnitude: from less than 1023 g m23 to almost
0.1 g m23.

As shown in Fig. 3 the agreement between IWC de-
rived remotely and directly is surprisingly good (except
for one comparison point at 2108 UTC) given the high
dynamic range of IWC changes. The relative standard
deviation of one dataset relative to the other is 55% for
all the presented data. The standard deviation with the
exclusion of the comparison point at 2108 UTC is less
than 40%.

Note that the quality of the agreement is approxi-
mately the same for IWC derived from King Air and
Sabreliner samples. This again reflects the fact that
smallest particles usually do not contribute much in the
total cloud mass. It was mentioned, for example, in
previous studies (Heymsfield et al. 1990) that particles
with sizes 25–100 mm usually contribute about 10% in
total IWC, and particles smaller than 25 mm are a neg-
ligible percentage of the total mass. A similar conclusion
was also reached by Brown et al. (1995). For these
comparison data, the contribution from the data from
VIPS (i.e., from particles less than about 25 mm) was
only about 3%–4% to the total IWC from the combined
Sabreliner samples. It should be noted, however, that
the contribution of small particles can be more signif-
icant in other cases, for example, in cold anvils and
contrails (Heymsfield and McFarquhar 1996).

As for calculated Ze, IWC values calculated from air-
craft sampling are subject to variations due to different
mass-size relationships (4) used in these calculations. This
variability was assessed by using the relationships given
by Brown and Francis (1995) and Mitchell (1996) instead
of the Heymsfield (1977) relationships used to calculate
data in Fig. 3. The use of the Brown and Francis rela-
tionship results in about a 30%–35% increase in the cal-
culated IWC values, while the use of Mitchell’s relation-
ships for cirrus particles results in a decrease in calculated
IWC by a similar amount.

The sensitivity of IWC values retrieved from radar–
radiometer measurements to a priori assumption uncer-
tainties and measurement errors was discussed by Matro-
sov et al. (1994). Generally, uncertainties in the retrieved
IWC due to assumptions about the order of the gamma
distribution and exponent B in (3) are about a factor of 2
greater than those for Dm (see the retrieval uncertainties
for Dm in section 2b). The sensitivity to the density as-
sumption is also somewhat greater for IWC than for Dm.
However, IWC is less sensitive than Dm to the assumption
about particle aspect ratio. Generally, combined retrieval
uncertainties of IWC are greater than those for the median
mass size by 50%–80%.

Taking into consideration the great dynamic range of
IWC changes and uncertainties of both remote and direct
measurement approaches, we conclude that the agree-

ment between data these approaches provided is quite
satisfactory.

4. Comparisons of particle sizes obtained by the
radar–radiometer method and aircraft sampling
with the satellite data

The multiagency FIRE-II field experiment also in-
cluded satellite measurements of cirrus clouds. Some
satellite data are available from published sources (e.g.,
Ou et al. 1995). Here, we also compare cloud parameters
derived with the radar–radiometer method (ground-
based remote data) with available satellite-derived data.
This comparison is given for the same cirrus event for
which remote and aircraft data were compared.

The satellite retrieval scheme (Ou et al. 1995) uses
upwelling IR radiances from the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) flown on the NOAA-
11 satellite. The radiance data from 3.7- and 10.9-mm
AVHHR channels are used to retrieve cloud optical
thickness and particle characteristic size. The NOAA-11
satellite passed the Coffeyville hub only twice a day
with a viewing geometry favorable for retrievals. One
of the passes occurred at about 2111 UTC 26 November
1991 when the ground-based instrumentation was op-
erating. Aircraft data above the hub were also available
for times close to 2111 UTC.

The size information retrieved from satellite mea-
surements is given in terms of effective size De. Unlike
the radar–radiometer method, the passive satellite mea-
surements do not provide vertically resolved informa-
tion. So De is the size averaged throughout the cloud
layer, which at 2111 UTC was about 3.5 km thick. The
satellite retrievals of Ou et al. (1995) show that values
of De about 60 mm are present around Coffeyville at
2111 UTC. However, according to the satellite data map,
the Coffeyville hub was located within a region of high
horizontal gradient of De.

To compare size information from different sources,
it should be expressed in the same terms as was done
for comparisons shown in Fig. 2. According to an em-
pirical relationship provided by Ou et al. (1995), the
satellite-derived value of De ø 60 mm corresponds to
the effective radius of an equivalent area sphere, rea ø
50 mm. As was mentioned before, the radar–radiometer
method expresses results in median mass diameters of
equal-volume spheres Dm.

For size distributions described by gamma functions
of small orders [according to Kosarev and Mazin (1989),
these functions, in most cases, satisfactorily describe
experimental cirrus size spectra], Dm ø 2.4rev, where
rev is the effective radius of a equal-volume sphere. Note
that a similar relation was also reported by Heymsfield
and McFarquhar (1996) from experimental spectra. The
relation between rea and rev depends on particle shape
and orientation. The difference between these two sizes,
however, should not be very significant for cirrus par-
ticles with moderate aspect ratios, and we will ignore
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FIG. 4. Profiles of cloud particle characteristic sizes from radar–
radiometer ground-based measurements and available aircraft size
estimations at corresponding heights for times in the nearest proximity
of the satellite estimation of the mean cloud particle size (about 120
mm as expressed in terms of median mass diameters of equal-volume
spheres).

it for this comparison. Summarizing, we conclude that
satellite measurements yielded Dm ø 120 mm near Cof-
feyville at about 2111 UTC. The overbar here means
that this is a Dm value averaged throughout cloud ver-
tical extent.

Figure 4 shows two vertical profiles of Dm retrieved
using the radar–radiometer method for measurements 2
min apart. As was mentioned above, satellite measure-
ments revealed high horizontal gradients of Dm in the
vicinity of the hub. This variability was also clearly seen
in the radar–radiometer data. For the most part of the
cloud, characteristic sizes of cloud particles at 2109
UTC were about 10%–15% less than those for 2111
UTC. Doppler radar measurements showed about 20 m
s21 horizontal winds at cloud altitudes. This corresponds
to about 2.5 km of cloud advection in 2 min between
the two profiles shown in Fig. 4.

Two aircraft passes (one from King Air at 2108 UTC
and the other from Sabreliner at 2116 UTC) were avail-
able approximately at the time of the satellite data. The
Dm values from the aircraft samples are also shown in
Fig. 4 at the corresponding aircraft altitudes. The King
Air data point at 2114 UTC is not shown here because
it was sampled at the very bottom of the cloud (6.2 km)
where vertical gradients of Dm are very large (more than
100 mm per 100 m). Note that this data point yielded
the largest discrepancy in Fig. 2 where the aircraft-de-
rived size exceeded the radar–radiometer-derived size
by about a factor of 2.

For a better comparisons with satellite data, vertically
averaged values of Dm were calculated for both profiles
of particle sizes retrieved from radar–radiometer data.
These IWC-weighted average values were Dm ø 140
mm for 2109 UTC and Dm ø 190 mm for 2111 UTC,

respectively. This is somewhat larger than Dm ø 120
mm inferred from satellite measurements. Note that, giv-
en uncertainties of both approaches, there is quite a good
agreement between satellite and radar–radiometer data
for 2109 UTC. As was mentioned before, the horizontal
separation between 2109 and 2111 UTC in ground-de-
rived data could be as small as 2.5 km, which could be
within the uncertainty of the instrumentation hub lo-
cation in the satellite map presented by Ou et al. (1995).
Another possible explanation of a smaller particle size
derived from satellite is that satellite vertically averaged
data may be somewhat biased toward the cloud top
(where particle sizes are generally smaller) for thick
clouds.

Another radiatively important cloud parameter de-
rived from satellite and ground-based measurements is
cloud optical thickness. As reported by Ou et al. (1995),
the satellite-derived visible extinction optical thickness
at 2111 UTC is somewhat less than 1. The IR extinction
optical thickness derived using ground-based radiome-
ters was about 1.02 for this time. Unfortunately, no in-
dependent continuous recordings of cloud optical thick-
ness in the vertical direction were available for this ex-
periment to compare with our radiometer-derived val-
ues. The 1995 Arizona Program, however, provided a
good opportunity for such comparisons, which are dis-
cussed in the next section.

5. Comparisons of cloud optical thickness obtained
from IR radiometer and lidar data

The optical thickness is one of the essential param-
eters determining cloud radiative properties. The ex-
tinction/absorption t e /a optical depth is defined as

h Dt max

t 5 Q (D)A(D)N(D, h) dD dh, (5)e/a E E e /a

h Db min

where Qe /a is the extinction/absorption efficiency of a
particle with size D, A is the particle cross-sectional
area, and the integration is carried out from the height
of cloud base hb to the height of cloud top ht (with
respect to h), and from the minimum size Dmin to the
maximum size Dmax (with respect to particle sizes).

The ice particle absorption for visible wavelengths is
very small, and almost all the extinction is due to scat-
tering. The particles are large compared to these wave-
lengths, so Qe is about 2. At the thermal IR wavelengths
(l ; 10–12 mm), absorption is already significant. Here,
Qe and Qa are approaching 2 and 1, respectively, when
D for solid ice spheres begins to exceed about 25–30
mm (Matrosov et al. 1992). So, if cloud particles are
not very small, one can expect t e ø 2t a and t e will be
approximately the same in the visible and thermal IR
regions.

The Arizona Program (January–March 1995) was a
multiagency experiment devoted mainly to studies of
orographically modified winter storms. However, be-
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FIG. 5. Optical thickness from the cloud base to a level in a cloud
where its thermodynamic temperature is equal to the effective emit-
ting temperature Te of the entire cloud: B(Te) 5 B[T(t o)] (l ; 10–
11.4 mm).

tween the storms, some good ice cloud data were col-
lected. The ground-based instrumentation hub of this
field experiment was located in Cottonwood, Arizona.
The ETL instrumentation included the Ka-band radar
and IR and microwave radiometers, as discussed in sec-
tion 4. The University of Wisconsin operated a ground-
based high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) (Piironen
and Eloranta 1994). The ETL radiometers and HSRL
were collocated, and their measurements were used to
estimate IR and visible cloud optical thicknesses, re-
spectively. These estimations provided data for com-
parisons discussed below.

a. Retrieval of cloud IR optical thickness from
ground-based radiometer measurements

As mentioned before, obtaining cloud IR optical
thickness is a part of the radar–radiometer method for
the retrieval of cloud microphysics [see Eq. (1)]. The
estimation of the IR absorption optical thickness t a from
the IR-radiometer brightness temperature Tb is based on
the equation

B(Tb) 5 B(Te)[1 2 exp(2t a) 1 de]Pa

1 (1 2 Pa)B(Ta) 1 Rg, (6)

where B is the Planck function for the middle of the
IR-radiometer wavelength band. The correction term de
accounts for the effects of multiple scattering. Here, Te

and Ta are the cloud and atmosphere effective emitting
temperatures, respectively, and Pa is the mean atmo-
spheric transmittance in the IR-radiometer wavelength
band. The effective emitting temperature of cloud (at-
mosphere) is defined as the thermodynamic temperature
of such an isothermic cloud (atmosphere), which emits
the same amount of radiation as the given cloud (at-
mosphere). Here, Rg accounts for the cloud reflection
of the ground radiation.

A discrete ordinate algorithm for radiative transfer
calculations described by Stamnes et al. (1988) was used
to a estimate multiple scattering correction de; de ac-
counts for the contribution of the radiance entering the
emergent beam from multiple-scattering processes with-
in the cloud and also for the extinction of the radiation
in this beam due to volume scattering. The first effect
enhances the brightness temperature of the downwelling
radiation, and the second effect reduces it.

The calculations were performed for cirrus models
with optical properties discussed by Minnis et al. (1993).
This calculation showed that de was monotonically in-
creasing with cloud optical thickness (t e , 4). The max-
imum values of de do not exceed about 0.03 for all the
considered cirrus models. This constitutes not more than
about 4% of the multiple-scattering contribution to the
cloud emissivity calculated under the assumption of the
pure absorbing media

e 5 1 2 exp(2t a). (7)

Negative and positive contributions of multiple scatter-

ing to the brightness temperature of the downwelling
radiation effectively cancel each other out and are often
neglected.

The atmospheric thermal radiation and transmittance
in the IR ‘‘window’’ wavelength region are due mostly
to the water vapor continuum. Here, Ta is estimated from
temperature and humidity profiles known from the ra-
diosonde soundings (or from climatological mean pro-
files if radiosonde soundings are not available); Ta is
approximately equal to the thermodynamic temperature
at an altitude of about 1 km above the ground because
most of the atmospheric water vapor is concentrated
near the surface. Thermal radiation of the atmosphere
above and within the cloud is very small compared to
that of the atmospheric layer under the cloud and could
be neglected.

In an actual cloud, temperature at the cloud bottom
and cloud top can differ from a few degrees Celsius to
more than 208C depending on the cloud geometrical
thickness. Model calculations of cloud IR emission were
performed assuming a standard in-cloud vertical tem-
perature gradient of 6.58C km21 for cloud geometrical
thicknesses of 1, 2, and 3 km and for variable cloud
optical thickness (0 , t a , 5). The results of these
calculation are shown in Fig. 5. On the vertical axis in
this figure, the optical thickness inside the cloud t o is
shown where the effective emitting temperature is equal
to the cloud thermodynamic temperature.

As seen in Fig. 5, cloud geometrical thickness has a
negligible effect on the result, which can be approxi-
mated by the cubic polynomial fit in terms of cloud total
absorption optical thickness t a:

t o 5 t a(0.006 2 0.09t a 1 0.5).2t a (8)

The use of the approximation (8) requires knowing the
vertical profile of the cloud absorption coefficient. This
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profile is calculated at each iterative step of the micro-
physical retrievals using the radar–radiometer method
[see Eq. (1)].

The transmittance Pa is determined mostly by the total
amount of the atmospheric water vapor (WV) available
continuously from microwave radiometer measure-
ments. Here, Pa can be estimated directly during clear-
sky measurements or from theoretical calculations for
a given radiosonde sounding. Our experience in esti-
mating Pa for different experimental situations using
these approaches shows that very often the following
simple approximation gives satisfactory results (for 0.8
cm , WV , 3 cm):

Pa ø 1.02 exp(20.103 WV). (9)

The term Rg in (6) is estimated as in Platt and Dilley
(1979). They showed that the cloud reflectance depends
on optical thickness. This term does not, however, con-
tribute much. For example, for the cloud emissivity of
0.5, it represents about 5%–10% of the cloud emission,
depending on the atmospheric temperature.

b. Retrieval of cloud visible optical thickness from
HSRL data

The University of Wisconsin HSRL measures optical
properties of clouds and atmosphere by separating the
Doppler-broadened molecular (Rayleigh) backscatter re-
turn from the unbroadened aerosol (cloud) particle re-
turn. This is possible because the spectral width of light
(HSRL operates at l 5 532 nm) scattered from mole-
cules is broadened due to Doppler shifts caused by the
molecular thermal motion. The thermal motion of aero-
sol and cloud particles is much slower and the back-
scatter spectrum is nearly unchanged. The molecular
backscatter cross section can be calculated from the mo-
lecular density profile. The molecular profile is then
used as a calibration target that is available at each point
in the lidar return signal profile. This calibration allows
unambiguous measurements of aerosol (cloud) extinc-
tion profile by comparing the magnitude of the measured
molecular return signal relative to the computed signal.
This procedure is described by Piironen and Eloranta
(1994) in more detail.

A very small field of view of the receiving telescope
(160 mrad) minimizes multiple scattering contributions
to the received signals. Visible extinction optical thick-
ness is calculated as the vertical integral of the extinction
coefficient. The lidar measurements of cloud properties
are available up to t e ø 2.5. For larger optical thick-
nesses, severe round-trip attenuation prevents obtaining
any cloud information from these measurements.

Lidar measurements of cloud optical thickness are
more robust than the radiometric measurements because
they make fewer model assumptions. However, there
are some advantages of radiometric measurements too.
One of the most important ones is that the radiometric
measurements allow estimating optical thickness up to

t a ø 2.5–3 before the radiation saturation effects pre-
vent such estimations. This increases the cloud optical
thickness limit by about a factor of 2 compared to lidar
measurements because in the infrared t e ø 2t a.

c. Comparisons of retrieved IR and visible optical
thicknesses

Figure 6 shows comparisons of optical thickness val-
ues retrieved from IR radiometric and visible lidar mea-
surements for four cases of high-altitude ice clouds. For
a better comparison, IR results, as visible data, are given
in terms of extinction optical thickness t e. There are
important sampling differences between radiometer and
lidar measurements that should be kept in mind when
analyzing the optical thickness data. The most important
difference is in the angular resolution, which is much
finer for HSRL (;160 mrad) than for IR radiometer
(;28). Infrared measurements also imply shorter aver-
aging time (30 s) compared to 3-min averaging for lidar
data. For easier comparisons, lidar and radiometer data
are shown for the centers of time intervals during which
they were collected.

The angular resolution difference is of lesser impor-
tance for more horizontally homogeneous cases when
optical thickness changes relatively slowly. Such cases
are represented in Figs. 6a and 6c. For these cases, the
cloud base was between about 7 and 8 km and geo-
metrical thickness was changing from a few hundred
meters up to about 3 km over the observation time.
Comparisons of t e for these clouds show a good agree-
ment. The relative standard deviations of visible and IR
optical thicknesses are about 17% for both cases.

Unlike the discussed cases of 30 January (Fig. 6a)
and 18 February (Fig. 6c), the 7 February case (Fig.
6b) represents a very inhomogeneous ‘‘patchy’’ cloud
with abrupt changes of cloud optical thickness. For a
significant period of the observation time, t e was greater
than 2.5, which prevented lidar measurements (corre-
sponding data are shown as a straight horizontal line at
t e 5 2.5). The cloud optical thickness for most of this
period was between 2.5 and 6 as obtained from IR ra-
diometer data that were not yet saturated. Note that two
3-min data points of lidar data during this period (about
2054 UTC and 2138 UTC) yielded t e between 1 and 2
with IR data showing much higher values. The most
probable reason for this discrepancy is that lidar was
looking in between cloud regions with large t e that dom-
inated the much larger field of view of the IR radiometer.
The agreement between IR and visible data is quite good
in the beginning and the end of the observation time
when the cloud optical thickness was less than 2.

The case of 3 March, shown in Fig. 6d, is intermediate
between the case of 7 February and the cases of 30
January and 18 February. The cloud optical thickness
was changing significantly from 1 to about 3. These
changes were, however, not as abrupt as during the 7
February case, and both instruments provided contin-
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FIG. 6. Comparisons of ice cloud extinction optical thickness derived from the ground-based visible lidar and IR
radiometer measurements during the 1995 Arizona Program.

uous datasets. The agreement between IR and visible t e

for this case is satisfactory—the standard deviation be-
tween the two is about 20%.

None of the considered optical thickness comparisons
revealed a systematic excess of visible extinction com-
pared to IR extinction. Such excess could be expected
when cloud particles are large compared to visible wave-
lengths but not large compared to the IR ‘‘window’’
wavelengths. The observed result indicates that, at least
in the considered clouds, the contribution to the total
IR extinction from small particles (less than about 20
mm) was not significant compared to larger particles
with extinction efficiencies close to 2.

6. Conclusions

Comparisons of the ice cloud microphysical param-
eters retrieved using the ground-based radar–radiometer
remote sensing method and direct in situ aircraft sam-
pling were performed for the FIRE-II experimental case
of 26 November 1991. Because of the high temporal
and spacial variability of cloud parameters, quantitative
analysis was performed only for data when the aircraft
were sampling clouds above the ground-based, verti-
cally pointed radar and radiometer. This ensured at least

nearly the same regions of the clouds were sampled
directly and remotely.

The remotely and directly obtained characteristic par-
ticle sizes expressed in median mass diameters of equal-
volume spheres agreed with the relative standard de-
viation of about 33% between them. This agreement
was approximately the same for the King Air 2D data,
which included data for particles greater than about 18
mm, and for the Sabreliner combined 2D and video anal-
ysis data, which accounted for a very large dynamic
range of particle sizes from about 5 mm to several mil-
limeters.

The relative standard deviation between IWC values
measured by aircraft and those retrieved from radar–
radiometer data was 55%. This result should be con-
sidered very encouraging given uncertainties of both
direct and remote approaches and the very high vari-
ability of IWC. This variability exceeds four orders of
magnitude for natural clouds and was more than two
orders of magnitude for data sampled here. Again, as
for characteristic particle sizes, there were no significant
differences between agreement of remote data with both
types of aircraft data, which indicates the low contri-
bution of small particles (less than about 25 mm) total
cloud IWC for the considered data set.
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A demonstrated good agreement between the re-
motely derived ice cloud microphysical parameters and
established techniques of aircraft in situ sampling gives
a certain confidence in the results of the radar–radi-
ometer method. However, more extensive comparisons
of such kind are still needed to fully understand poten-
tials of the remote method in different cloud conditions.

The comparisons of reflectivity Ze measured by the
radar and calculated from aircraft data using particle
mass–size relationships revealed that calculated values
were about 2 dB lower than those measured with the
radar. Such discrepancy is, however, well within the
uncertainty of using different existing mass–size rela-
tionships for cirrus particles and measurement errors.
This small discrepancy also has contributions from par-
ticle nonsphericity, which were neglected when calcu-
lating Ze from particle samples and also from radar cal-
ibration errors.

Ground-based, radar–radiometer remote measure-
ments of cloud particle characteristic size were also
compared to the satellite-derived size available for the
considered period of comparisons between remote and
aircraft direct data for 26 November 1991. The satellite
data expressed in the median mass diameter of the equal-
volume sphere provided a vertically averaged mean val-
ue of about 120 mm, while the corresponding mean data
for the vertical size profiles from the ground-based re-
mote sensors gave 140–190 mm for the profiles retrieved
within 2 min from the time of satellite measurements.
The vertical variability of median particle sizes for these
profiles was very large: from about 50 mm to more than
200 mm, with larger particles in the lower part of the
cloud, which was about 3.5 km thick at this time.

The 1995 Arizona Program field experiment provided
opportunities to compare visible and IR cloud optical
thickness derived from lidar and thermal IR radiometer
measurements, respectively. Such comparisons for the
cases with no abrupt changes in cloud optical thickness
showed that visible and IR extinction optical thicknesses
usually differed from each other by not more than 20%
(as expressed in terms of the relative standard devia-
tion). No systematic excess of visible extinction com-
pared to IR extinction was observed.

The remote sensing methods for clouds are still quite
new. More comparisons between different retrieval
methods and in situ sampling should be made to better
establish the reliability and quality of these methods and
the range of the appropriate conditions in which they
can be applied. In this article, we summarize the cur-
rently available data that are suitable for testing the
radar–radiometer method. These early results are en-
couraging and offer promise for providing continuous
estimation of cloud microphysical properties for climate
modeling applications.

The combination of active (radar) and passive (ra-
diometer) data makes remote sensing methods poten-
tially more powerful than passive methods alone, such
as those currently relied on by satellites. Of course,

satellites offer the only means of obtaining global cov-
erage of cloud conditions. Thus, the most promising
application of the ground-based method may serve as
a means for ‘‘tuning’’ of the satellite measurements over
selected ‘‘calibration/validation’’ sites. Additional eval-
uations of the different versions of the radar–radiometer
method with in situ direct data from aircraft of balloon
and the use of the remotely derived microphysical in-
formation in climate models are priorities of the At-
mospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program
(Stokes and Schwartz 1994), which operates the appro-
priate remote sensors at a few ground-based sites around
the world. Further advances of the remote sensing meth-
ods are expected from ARM and related projects.
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